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HeaHh care systems are among the most complex organizations, facing a
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wicked Intertwining of rapid change in knowledge, cost pressures, Increased
demand for access, evidence based medicine, and more connection with
patients and their families. Wrthln this world, physicians are called to take up
formal leadership positions as directors of quallly, chief medical officers,
section or deparlment chiefs, deans of medical schools, and senior
leadership positions In practices, hosp"als, and health systems.
Because their training Inculcates values of autonomy, leamlng from
experience, and professional distance, physicians see a team (managerial)
approach as 'other' and distance themselves from those colleagues who

Economics, and a board member (and

take up formal leadership roles.
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Organizations. He has written extenSively

The consequences are ambivalence and splits, both among leaders and

on Issues of organization, management,
and leadership, Including his book,
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Leadership Transitions Successfully. His
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within Individuals who accept such leadership roles. It creates silos In the
mind, In which the different bodies of knowledge (first order skills of being a
physician) are kept too separate from leadership and management skills,

"Tools for Effective TransRions In Large
Group Processes' (wRh Cebbie Bing),

which are too often denigrated. Yet many of the current challenges require
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organizational and managerial knowledge to Invent and Implement new

closer iinklng of SUbstantive medical knowledge wHh sophisticated

systems.
Working with case material from US Academic MediCine, which socializes
the majority of US future generations of physicians, the paper wiii explore
the consequences and some of the challenges of ilnking these bodies of
knowledge in the service of meeting the adaptive chaiienges faCing health
care.
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